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About Us
SUMMARY
Young Fastener Professionals (YFP) is a non-profit fastener association that delivers both educational &
informative initiatives developed and managed by fastener professionals characteristically under the age of
forty. These programs, though managed by the under forty demographic, are aimed at not only educating,
but commonly catering to fastener personnel of all ages.

MISSION STATEMENT
Creating an inclusive community to empower the next generation of fastener professionals and their
companies through education, collaboration and networking.

MEMBERSHIP
Young Fastener Professionals’ membership is based on a company level, not individual. Member company
involvement is subjective and participation is centered on contributing individual members. All employees
of member companies are considered Young Fastener Professional members with or without involvement.

Scope of Analysis
Young Fastener Professionals developed a survey that was made available during Q1 and Q2 during FY15 for
individuals employed in the fastener industry to voluntarily submit responses. Over that 6 month period
data was collected providing us with first-hand, direct feedback on what we (as fastener professionals) are
looking for in terms of job satisfaction and retention. By 2020 'millennials' are expected to make up 50% of
the global workforce and by 2025 they are expected to make up 75% of the global workforce. As the global
workforce continues to advance, as does the expectations of the employee for what they are looking for in
their career. As the world of work drastically changes, we may never know the exact reasons why, however,
we will need to adapt in order to remain competitive through every organizations most valuable asset:
employees.

All submissions were filled out under anonymity. Submissions were accepted in both physical and digital
formats via www.youngfastenerprofessionals.com. Physical submissions were collected in person only by a
representative from Young Fastener Professionals. Additional research was conducted and provided by
participating young professionals currently employed in the fastener industry.
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Contributing Writers
JOB ATTRIBUTES & EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION
Ryan Kertis serves on the Board of Directors for Young Fastener Professionals and operates as Stelfast,
Inc.’s Pricing Manager based out of their New Jersey office. He received his Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration with a concentration in Marketing and Finance in 2009 and later completed his Master’s in
Business Administration in 2012 from Monmouth University. Ryan has worked in the fastener industry for
virtually eight years now holding various management level positions for both Porteous Fastener Company
and Stelfast, Inc., alike.

JOB ATTRIBUTES – WORK LIFE BALANCE
Amanda Maestas currently works at J&M Plating at the Director of Human Resources in Rockford, IL. She
received her Associates of Science degree in Business Management in 2009. Amanda has worked in the
fastener industry for 3 years starting in J&M Plating’s Accounts Payable Department and moving up to
Human Resources.

PROMOTING FROM WITHIN
Jason Burton serves as a member of Young Fastener Professionals and operates as the Inside Sales Manager
at Cable Tie Express. He received his Bachelor of Science degree in Management with a concentration on
Organizational Leadership in 2004 from Purdue University. Jason has worked in the fastener industry for
three years now. He previously spent 8 years in Logistics and Trucking Management.

COMPANY IMPROVEMENT
Mark Hundley is a member of the Young Fastener Professionals and works for the LeJeune Bolt Company as
an Account Representative for the Midwest customer base working out of Minnesota. He has received a
Bachelor’s of Arts degree in Psychology with a focus on Human Factors Engineering in 2012 from the
University of Kentucky. Mark has worked in the fastener industry for 5 years holding various jobs in
manufacturing and sales for Unytite Inc., and the LeJeune Bolt Company.

ONBOARDING
Melissa Patel serves on the Board of Directors for Young Fastener Professionals and works for Field
Fastener in Machesney Park, IL as a Strategic Sourcing Specialist. She earned her Bachelor of Science in
Business Management from Rockford University and is a Certified Professional in Supply Management
(CPSM). Additionally, Melissa received training through the Dale Carnegie Leadership and Public Speaking
program.
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ONBOARDING
Bryan Wheeler serves on the Board of Directors for Young Fastener Professionals and works at Star
Stainless Screw Co. as their National Sales Manager based out of their Chicago office. He graduated from
Arizona State University with a Bachelor of Science in Biology and holds a Master of Arts in Education from
National Louis University in Chicago, IL. Bryan completed the Certified Fastener Specialist (CFS) program
through Fastener Training Institute In addition to their Product Training Program.

GENERATING NEW IDEAS
Cory Facemire is a member of Young Fastener Professionals and works for NSK Industries in Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio as their Business Development Manager. Cory is involved in many facets of NSK’s operations
ranging from assisting with technological advances to overseas sourcing. He was selected by the National
Fastener Distributor Association in 2015 as one of two individuals to receive a Fastener Training
scholarship.
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When considering a job you want, what are the 3 most
important attributes which you consider?
COMPETITIVE SALARY
The empirical data amassed from this survey indicates that Millennials, like Generation X and Baby
Boomers, classified “Competitive Salary” as the most significant attribute when considering a new job. Key
factors contributing to the necessity in competitive wages for Millennials include the rise of advanced
education amongst this generation along with the mounting costs both directly and indirectly associated
with academia consequently resulting in immediate post-graduate debt. According to respondents of this
survey, 69% of Millennials have received at least a Bachelor’s Degree in comparison to the other two
generations who responded between 15-18% lower than Generation Y. “Increasing college enrollment is in
part a response to decades of rising returns to education for workers and heightened income inequality
between the college-educated and the less-educated. Millennials’ commitment to higher education is
therefore a rational response to a labor market that confers large rewards on more educated workers
(Council of Economic Advisers, 12.)” Millennials make up the largest and most diverse generation in the
United States and are beginning to occupy positions that previously may not have required an advanced
degree. As technological advances become more prevalent and professional roles expand from a positional
standpoint, Millennials believe they would be able to perform designated tasks while further developing
their role within their perspective organization. Due to the fact they are entering the workplace, in some
cases, a step ahead of previous generations equipped with sometimes fresher or renewed skill sets, they
believe an economical salary should be recommended comparable not only to their academic dexterities
and proficiencies, but with focus on the potential longevity of their career within that organization. "These
students are graduating with more student debt on average than any previous generation. While there is
abundant talk of work-life balance concerns for this generation, the hard realities of debt and low
expectations for salary growth emphasize the importance of starting with the best pay possible at the first
job (Business Insider).”
There is this paradox ubiquitous throughout the business sphere where you need to maintain budgets while
looking after the company’s bottom line and making cuts where necessary. While it is common practice to
offer employment to post-graduates that fulfill most job qualifications except for formal experience at lower
salary, those individuals are likely to leave that initial JOB for a CAREER. The most important element an
organization possesses are its people and a company that attempts to save money through their qualified,
talented employees will in turn only hurt the future of that organization. Offering a competitive salary is one
of many essential ways to invest in human capital to not only attract and retain good people, but ultimately
aid in the company’s bottom line, respectively.
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CAREER ADVANCEMENT
Although reasonable compensation is a commonality amongst all generations, Millennials in the fastener
industry have cited “Career Advancement” as the second largest motivator for accepting a new professional
position. “Historically, career advancement was built upon seniority and time of service. Millennials don’t
think that way. They value results over tenure and are sometimes frustrated with the amount of time it takes
to work up the career ladder, (PricewaterhouseCooopers).” On the opposite side of the spectrum,
Generation X and Baby Boomers place “Career Advancement” 5th and 6th on the scale of importance when
selecting prospective new employers/positions. The job market has become increasingly more competitive
in terms of a widening, qualified talent pool and a sometimes unpredictable and volatile economy. Due to
factors such as these, Millennials seek comfort in the element of promotion from within and/or career
advancement and believe they can yield results that could produce an outcome of eventual professional
progression.

WORK/LIFE BALANCE
As already mentioned, when a new generation of workers enters the workplace, employers are faced with
new challenges in order to retain these employees. While every generation has slightly different factors that
are important to them when choosing the right company to work for, millennials are on the front of a new
wave of valuing a steady work/life balance in a future career.
As millennials look for their place of employment, pay is an important factor, however, research shows that
45% of millennials will choose workplace flexibility over pay. (Taylor, Kate). With companies reporting a
cost between $15,000 and $25,000, to replace each lost millennial, added to 60% of millennials leaving their
company on average in less than three years due to a lack of “cultural fit” (Taylor, Kate), it is very beneficial
for employers to consider different work/life balance options that are available. A large reason that
millennials request the flexibility from their employers is having young families. Millennials and this
generation represent 90% of new parents in 2014 (Miller, Stephen). This new generation of workers has
very strong work ethics, however, not the same mindset as say the baby boomers that often put work before
their families. On top of putting family before work, Care.com reported that the national average weekly
rate for daycare for two children is $341.21 (Miller, Stephen), and in 20 states the average for annual child
care is move expensive than housing (Marte, Jonnelle).
Employers that are able to be flexible with their employees’ needs by allowing flexible work hours, working
from home or even helping with day care costs, may find that to be more than enough to retain millennials.
With the rising costs to replace millennials today, employers that are able to accommodate their needs will
benefit in the long run. In our every changing society, the need for employers to evolve to the altering needs
of employees will always be present.
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There is a prevalent misconception about millennial workers that they tend to be “job hoppers,” and
although this may be true in some circumstances, I truly believe it is relatively situational in nature. As an
employer, if you are compensating your employees appropriately, have a clear path towards development
and progression while accommodating their needs, there should be little reason for them to seek
employment elsewhere. Generally speaking, older generations may be more content with their position &
routine and may just be fine with finishing their professional career exactly where they sit today. On the
contrary, there are a percentage of these generations that are similar to Millennials in the constant pursuit of
advancement and improvement and their prerequisites need to be met in order to keep them on board, as
well.
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How important is it to you for the company you work at to
promote from within the organization?
According to the responses from our survey and the independent research conducted, it is very important to
employees of all ages for their place of employment to promote from within. According to the survey, 84%
of participants answered that it was “Important” or “Very Important.” According to the supplementary
research, external hires tend to have more education and experience than internal workers, but those
credentials didn’t always result in strong performance. By contrast, workers promoted from within have
valuable firm-specific skills that can translate into better performance reviews (Silverman, 2012). A study
by Matthew Bidwell, an Assistant Professor at the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School of Business,
found that external hires get paid 18%-20% more than internal employees do for the same job, but they get
lower marks in performance reviews during their first two years on the job (Silverman, 2012). His research
also studied how people in a particular unit were affected by an external hire. Due to the fact that everyone
had to work to bring the new hire up to speed, the performance of the entire unit showed signs of
operational declines (Adams, 2012). The average cost of finding and hiring someone from outside the
company is 1.7 times more than an internal hire ($8,676 vs. $15,008), reports the Saratoga Institute.
Additionally, research shows that between 40% and 60% of external hires aren’t successful compared to
only 25% for internal hires (Schawbel, 2012). According to Dan Schawbel’s Time Magazine article, these are
four reasons why companies are concentrating on internal hiring now:

IT’S CHEAPER
Companies who hire internally save money on recruiting fees, training, the opportunity cost of not having
the position filled, advertising(on job boards), referral bonuses (at some companies),travel and relocation
cost .

IT’S QUICKER
The entire process from reviewing job description to advertising to potentially paying a recruiter to
interviewing several candidates to completing an actual hire easily takes months for external hires. For an
internal hire, the process can be over and done within a few weeks. Internal hires are already in HR
databases. They usually have the backing of managers, and their performance reviews are already
accounted for.

IT’S BEST FOR BUSINESS
It’s easier for employees to succeed at a new job in the same company because they already have
connections and knowledge about how work gets done.
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IT’S GOOD FOR EMPLOYEE MORALE
Employees are frustrated when a new role is taken by someone from the outside. If they feel as if they can’t
move up in their own company, they are far more likely to move on.
Employers should consider fostering an environment for internal promotion. Career paths and the potential
for promotion should be laid out for employees from the initial point in the hiring process. This sets up a
systematic channel for promotion and organizes management as they look for potential employees to
promote while minimizing the potential for jealous behavior (NFIB, 2009). Management should meet with
employees being considered for promotion and discuss possibilities with them. An employee should never
be promoted without first having the opportunity to give input regarding increased time commitment,
increased or changed job responsibility and overall career direction (NFIB 2009). Promoted employees may
require additional training or education for their new level of responsibility. This training usually entails
some cost, but is almost always less expensive than the process of hiring from outside the company (NFIB
2009). Moreover, there are many ways to encourage employee loyalty: Employee of the Month and other
recognition programs, perks and bonuses, etc. Of all the approaches a company can take to increase overall
employee loyalty, maintaining a dedication to promoting from within is perhaps the most powerful (NFIB
2009).
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In which area do you think your company needs the most
improvement?
Over the years communication has been regarded as one of the most important skills to master in any
workplace setting. As the workforce continues to employ more millennial employees, businesses must focus
on accommodating them in their daily work. The millennial generation has been raised differently than
Generation X or Baby Boomers and managers must recognize these differences. Most of these young
professionals are more familiar with technology, social media and even current events than others would
care to believe. With that in mind, their jobs should be tailored to incorporate these topics and allow the
employee to use their identified skills. As Katherine Reynolds Lewis points out in her Fortune article
“Everything you need to know about your millennial co-workers,” it is very important to address the needs
of millennials in comparison to pretending they do not exist.

COMMUNICATION
Although there were varied responses in our research, the most frequent answer was indeed
“Communication.” This was the most popular pick among ages 18-34 and 35-54, while it was the second
most popular answer in the age group 55 and older. To determine why communication was chosen as the
largest area that needs improvement, we need to understand what type of communication needs to be
improved. As Geraldine Hynes points out in “Managerial Communication” there are 5 levels of
communication: Intrapersonal, Interpersonal, Group, Organizational and Intercultural. All levels are
important in their own ways, but looking at Interpersonal communication might offer the most insight into
what this particular question uncovered. This level looks at exchanging information between a minimum of
two people. This is vital in a workplace setting because there is constant information being shared between
employer and employee or between employees.
One concern when communicating between people is fully understanding both audible and inaudible
messages being sent. When someone does not understand a message being sent, there becomes a disconnect in communication and one party is not sending or receiving what is intended. This can be very
problematic in workplace because a manager may not realize there is any misunderstanding until the end
task is not completed the way they intended it to be. By focusing on the target audience a manager can
personalize their message to make sense for all parties involved.
This topic is so universal and widespread amongst all industries there are an overabundance of studies that
distinctly point out how to improve communication in the workplace. For instance, an article written by
Hannah Morgan of US News lists several ways to enhance communication bottlenecks such as learning from
mentors. This is a great example of young professionals learning from their coworkers because the best way
to accomplish a new task is through experience. If the younger worker is given a positive mentor to follow,
the communication between parties could very well intensify through repetition and comfortability.
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The best course of action employers can take with their millennial employees would be to make sure their
points are coming across direct and as intended while keeping those employees involved on a day to day
basis. For example, employers should consider talking with their younger millennial staff on ways they
would improve processes or find ways to bring their ideas forward. Integrating your entire staff on diverse
focuses creates synergy and undoubtedly generates fundamental communication. Through cooperation
from both parties, the future can be very bright with the new and old generations communicating effectively
for the better good.
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Which way do you prefer to generate new ideas?
THE ULTIMATE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE – TEAM WORK
By 2025, millennials will account for 75% of the global workforce and companies will need to evolve as the
demographics change. In order for a fastener organization to remain or become the market leader in regard
to retaining top millennials, they will need to adapt their business practices. An article published by Forbes,
“10 Ways Millennials are Creating the Future Work” implicates changes in teamwork as millennials are
building a collaborative organization that works in small teams on projects to accomplish goals.
The results of the Young Fastener Professionals’ survey are consistent with the suggestion from the
aforementioned article. There was one survey question focused on teamwork which stated, “Which way do
you prefer to generate new ideas?” Individuals were given three options in response: individually,
collaborating in small groups (two to three people), or collaborating in large groups (three or more people).
Amongst the millennial age group (18-34 years old) the results show that 77.7% of the respondents elect to
work in small groups of two or three. Further, the data suggests that the majority of employees across all
generations prefer to work in small groups of two or three people. The idea of teamwork or working in
groups is not a new idea to fulfill the need of millennials, however it may be the key to increasing company
morale by making employees feel their opinions are heard and considered.
These findings are similar to results of a survey conducted by IdeaPaint. In their sample of 600 employed
millennials, 74% preferred to collaborate in small groups to generate ideas. Working in a small group setting
it allows millennials to experience a sense of community and also helps ensure that everyone's ideas are
heard. An employer looking to improve their company’s efficiency, should likely avoid creating large groups
e eas, research indicated that they lead to
productivity amongst all age groups.
Should a company want to gain a competitive advantage over their competition, creating an environment
that supports collaborative teamwork is warranted. This is epitomized in Henry Ford's statement, "Coming
together is the beginning. Keeping together is progress. Working together is success."

TRUST
As practical and easy as teamwork seems, reality suggests that the majority of teams are quite dysfunctional.
"The Five Dysfunctions of a Team" by Patrick Lenconi provides a clear explanation to why most teams fail
and it begins with the absence of trust. Lenconi explains that great teams excel in areas of communication.
However, team members' unwillingness to be vulnerable can create an ineffective and unproductive
environment. The larger the team, the more likely these problems will arise. Indeed, these statements are
supported in an article called, "Why teams don't work" published in the Harvard Business Review. The
authors note that "Big teams usually wind up just wasting everybody's time". A lack of trust amongst team
members lead members to abstain from participation or voicing their opinions on a given project or subject.
The absence of trust sets the tone for the rest of the model.
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CONFLICT
The second dysfunction of teamwork is a fear of conflict. One of the most common complaints that
employees have in regard to meetings is that they are boring. This is due to a lack of conflict and
engagement in the discussion caused by fear. Lenconi states that "if we don't trust one another, then we
aren't going to engage in open, constructive, ideological conflict. And we'll just continue to preserve a sense
of artificial harmony.”

COMMITMENT
A lack of commitment is the third dysfunction of a team caused by team members not voicing their opinions
on a subject matter. Team members need to make sure their opinions have been heard before they can buyin to a decision. When an absence of trust and fear of conflict are present in a team, a scenario is created in
which members do not voice their opinion, leading to lack of commitment and no buy-in from team
members.

AVOIDANCE
The fourth dysfunction outlined by Lenconi is avoidance of accountability. Without buy-in from the team, it
is likely members will not hold each other accountable in order to meet the team's goals. This leads to the
last dysfunction of teamwork, inattention to results due to avoidance of accountability. When team members
don't hold others accountable, it creates a situation where individuals put their individual needs before the
needs of the team. Understanding these common dysfunctions is an important step in facilitating team work.
Millennials represent a growing demographic within the fastener field and engaging these individuals in
effective team work is of growing importance.
Thus it is recommended for employers to create an environment in their company that promotes group
work of two to three employees, preferably encouraging cross-generational interaction. An article published
by The Wall Street Journal, “How to Manage Different Generations” states that younger employees should
learn to seek the experience and wisdom offered by senior employees, while older employees should learn
to be open to the fresh perspectives offered by younger employees. Finally, it is important to create a work
environment that eliminates the five dysfunction of teamwork: absence of trust, fear of conflict, lack of
commitment, avoidance of accountability, and inattention to results.
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How do you prefer to be recognized for career successes?
“People leave when they don’t feel appreciated. That’s why we’ve made recognition a really high value. Our
business is people-capability first; then you satisfy customers; then you make money.” David Novak, CEO of
YUM! Brands instills this vision across all of his company’s brands (Taco Bell, Pizza Hut, KFC etc.) and one
would have to assume if this method thrives for a $34 billion conglomerate, it should be even more
manageable on companies of much smaller scale. Although Young Fastener Professionals posed the question
“Do you like being recognized?” a follow up question was hidden within the survey that will aid in examining
career recognition in the fastener industry later in this analysis.
The survey analysis revealed that 46% of all respondents prefer to be recognized on an informal basis.
These individuals value simple gestures such as “verbal thank you’s” and/or “personal notes” from
superiors acknowledging their professional successes. Informal recognition ranked first amongst all age
groups in terms of how they desire to be recognized within the fastener industry. Interestingly enough,
individuals from the subset ages [35-54] and [55 and above] positioned being recognized “as part of a team”
second while the Millennials [18-34] favored both “formal recognition” then “individually” before they did
“as part as team” compared to their counterparts. The survey findings substantiate the need for recognition
on all fronts for all age groups in the workplace today, but the real question is: Are we recognizing our
employees?
Towards the end of the survey, (Question #23) we asked participants to identify all highlights that your
current employer provides. Of the nine selections ranging from “Competitive Salary” to a “Clear Career Path,”
the option of “Job Recognition” ranked 7/9 (in terms of most selected) exhibiting a 38% positive response
rate. After examining these two questions, it is safe to say that fastener employees do like being recognized,
but it appears they are not recognized as frequently as they would like to be. For a brief moment, we can
forget about generational needs and desires and apply a “one size fits all” method in terms of simply
recognizing your employees when they do something well. Obviously, moving forward forms of recognition
should be tailored to the appropriate groups of individuals to resonate in a more meaningful, lasting
manner.
A recent study by Glassdoor has found that roughly 79% employees who participated in their survey felt
undervalued, mainly due to lack of recognition in a professional environment. They have suggested a few
tips towards recognizing not only Millennial, but all employees, alike.

RECOGNIZE OFTEN
Millennials are a generation that generally enjoys learning and strongly desires feedback and
acknowledgement. “42% want to get feedback every week—or twice as often as other generations—and
80% would prefer to receive feedback in real time,” (Glassdoor, 2015.) From a realistic perspective, feedback
and recognition should be given as close to the actions being awarded as possible.
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MAKE IT UNEXPECTED
Recognitions such as “Milestone Awards” that are commonly coupled with time spent, though effective they
do little to motivate and engage on a daily basis. These types of acknowledgement sometimes come off as
expected or routine because they are due to measureable stints. In this social, technology-infused
environment we currently live in, it is easy to recognize people on individual, team, departmental or
companywide level with the click of the mouse.

BE SPECIFIC
Recognizing a Sales Representative for going “above and beyond” for a particular customer not only
reinforces excellent behavior, it can serve as building block in creating a culture where first-rate customer
service is a norm. The specificity and frequency in this approach will deem more effective than simply giving
that one individual a monthly award, it will instill an environment of desired excellence in that particular
department moving forward.

PERSONALIZE RECOGNITION
Millennials have been widely branded the “Me Generation,” and our survey results support this stamp in
terms of recognition. As mentioned earlier, Fastener Millennials prefer to be recognized, both informally and
individually before they aspire to be recognized in other manners. When rewarding millennials it would be
valuable to do so directly and if there is a monetary incentive involved, it would be advantageous to provide
options rather than something they may not utilize.

START THE FIRST DAY
Deloitte, where millennials make up 50% of the client-facing workforce, has created a comprehensive
onboarding program specifically for these recruits to instill the company’s core beliefs, teaches network
development skills & focuses on professional development. The program includes:
Simulations
Role-Plays
Small Group Teams
Video Games
This program has been deemed effective for Deloitte, reporting 96% of all participants not only had an
understanding of the company culture, but they were satisfied in their decision to join the organization
(Glassdoor, 2015.)
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How do you grade your company’s onboarding procedures
and processes?
All of us in the fastener industry no matter how we ended up here have all shared one common experience;
it was the beginning of what for some has been a lifetime and others only a few short years along with every
level of experience in between. This was the moment that would start us on the path that has brought us
here today, our first job in fasteners. Along with varying tenure setting some of us apart it is also import nt
to note the differences in experiences when it comes to onboarding and training. Each and all companies in
our industry and others are a function of their employee base, keeping this employee base strong, engaged
and educated is what creates a well-oiled machine working toward success. This begins with selecting the
best possible applicants and retaining them.
When asked the question “How would you grade your company's processes/procedures in getting new
employees acclimated in their job?” it was found that the vast majority (70.2%) would grade their
companies good (“B”) to satisfactory (“C”). That is of all employees surveyed (350 people) 59% would agree
there is a need for improvement and 35% say there is
e room for improvement. Beth Armknecht Miller
of Dynamic Results LLC points out in her article “How to OnBoard Millennials” the idea of onboarding being
about signing your W9 and reviewing the company handbook has been replaced with focusing on company
culture and an applicant/new hires fit within the organization. Finding ways to make the process unique
and memorable are important because they leave a lasting impression far beyond that of a handbook. Miller
goes on to say “In days gone by, rules and expectations were communicated with a handbook – a document
most employees never cracked open.
An organization within the industry that does a great job of on boarding is Field Fastener (though one of us
may be biased) and it is something that they are always trying to improve upon. We all understand the cost
incurred of recruiting, interviewing and training to then find the new hire leaves for another opportunity.
One way to deter a team member from looking elsewhere is to have them to feel part of the team from the
very beginning of the recruiting process. “The on boarding process actually starts long before someone is
hired and can include a number of activities aimed at giving the potential new hire a sense of what it is like
working for Field”, stated Tim Firm Director of Human Resources. We interviewed several team members at
Field on why they felt Field does a great job in regards to on boarding. They all provided very similar
messages and key aspects they felt are important to the process. Several of the processes are noted below as
ways to identify the right candidate, once that is made how to make them feel welcomed:
v Multiple interviews place candidates in front of a cross functional group of leaders.
A tour of Field begins to give them the sense that Field is a special place.
Emphasis on key elements of the Field Culture like Field’s Mission Statement, Core
v Values and Fieldamentals during the interviews and tours begin to lay the ground work for
understanding Field’s culture.
v Once a selection is made, an email notice complete with the new team member’s picture is distributed
throughout the organization in advance of the start date.
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v When the new hire arrives on their first day, they are escorted throughout the facility by a member of
Human Resources and introduced to every team member.
v During the new team member’s first week, a lunch is held in their honor and all team members are
invited to participate. During the lunch, the team leader or a member of HR introduces the guest of honor
to the team and then the new team member gets to share some information with the group followed by
the group having the ability to ask questions of the new team member. The new team member meets with
a representative of each functional area during the first week in an effort to get an overview of what each
area does in relation to Field’s business. Training is also scheduled and starts taking place to begin to
educate the new team member on various aspects of Field’s business.
Field has a Development Program which can range from 6-24 months. It allows for a full immersion into
our culture. We stress the three P’s – People, Process and Products. Get to know the people in each
functional group, the processes used to obtain results and the products we sell.
v Field University. Depending on your role within the organization you are required to obtain a minimum
of an associated degree – Fastener 101 and 102 training, up to a Masters’s degree in Fastening. The
content of the training has been developed and taught up our engineering team. A minimum of two Field
shirts are ordered and presented to the new team member as well to help them embrace being a member
of the Field Team. Field recently added a more defined role of mentor to new hires in select functional
areas. This is very helpful for team members that are new to business or the fastener industry. The
mentor can assist in technical questions, methods of handling difficult situations or someone to bounce
ideas off.
v Yearlings Group. Team members that have been with Field for less than a year meet monthly to discuss
what is going well and things they would like to see different to help new team members feel more
welcome
Focus group meetings. Small meetings with cross functional areas that give the team members a forum to
encourage team members to get to know one another a little better allowing them to share openly in a
smaller, less-intimidating setting.
Social gatherings after work and game tournaments during work – it is easier to get to know new team
members outside of daily work activities

Details provided by: Tim Firm, Pamela Nortier, Wendy Malachowski, Jackie Sciortino, Adam Derry, Brendan
Moore and Michael Sturm
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Below are a few ideas that we have identified for a strong on boarding process:

v The infamous work/life balance is of significant value to Milennials. This does not mean Milennials
want to start work at 11AM and leave the office at 3PM so they can catch their favorite soap opera on
television. Work/Life balance is allowing your employees the flexibility to work remotely when
needed and valuing their time in becoming well rounded individuals with passions other than
fasteners. I know…shocking! Simple things, such as, email access on their phones, laptop computers
and allowing time away from the office to volunteer at their favorite non-for-profit organization or
their child’s school event.

v Those new to an organization and more specifically new to the workforce must have a clear
understanding of the company’s culture and value proposition. Having someone become a mentor for
new employees for the first few months to “show them the ropes” and make them feel welcomed is a
good idea. When a new employee starts, especially someone with little to no business experience it
can be quite intimidating asking questions in large groups and at times just in general. Having
someone in the crowd that is willing to share their experiences and thoughts on the inter-workings of
the organization can be extremely beneficial to Millennials.

v Having a culture that is receptive to new faces and new ideas is important to Millennials and the
organization. Millennials want to feel their voice is heard and their ideas can be a consideration for
change. As an organization, change and innovation is going to make your company more efficient, lean
and cost competitive in the marketplace. The most dangerous phrase in the English language is “we’ve
always done it that way”. This phrase is like fingernails on a chalkboard to a Millennial and it should be
as a key stakeholder in your organization as well.
v Millennials are interested in making a difference. That doesn’t mean solving world hunger but giving
them projects and responsibilities that affect the bottom line of the organization. Millennials want to
feel empowered and have a sense of pride they are making a difference for the company that
employees them.
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